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ABSTRACT
Principles of mobility may be applied to
operations with a rubber-tired skidder by
computer simulation of the movement of logs.
Interactions of the vehicle and log with
terrain can give reasonable estimates of pro-
ductivity and insight into the effects of
such variables as skidding distance, vehicle
horsepower, ground slope, turn weight, soil
strength, and load geometry. The mobility
model presented here can be used to generate
graphs that will aid logging managers in
choosing a skidder, planning a skid trail, or
gathering an optimal turn of logs.
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INTRODUCTION
The forest engineer responsible for making
estimates of ground skidding production has
commonly used regression analysis or simula-
tion models based on regression analysis of
time studies. Although it is possible by such
means to obtain a good prediction equation
for a given area, it is often uncertain
whether the equation will work under differ-
ent operating conditions. For example, will
it predict accurately in a new area with dif-
ferent slopes and new operators? A more ana-
lytical procedure is valuable. Mobility
analysis, based on soil-vehicle interaction,
is such a procedure for predicting skidder
productivity.

The study of mobility has had extensive mili-
tary and agricultural application (Raghavan
and McKyes 1979, Macnab 1976, Freitag 1965)
but has seen limited use in the forest
industry. It evaluates vehicle thrust on a
load-bearing ground surface and soil response
to that thrust. Mobility studies are still in
early stages, and the equations that describe
soil-vehicle and soil-log interaction are
first approximations at quantifying a complex

THE MODEL
The model for the relation of skidder, log,
and soil is best understood by first examin-
ing a simple case of an unloaded skidder on
level ground (Fig. 1). A skidder may be
thought of as four wheels, each supplied with
torque and forced to the ground with a por-
tion of the skidder's weight. Each wheel
transfers torque to the ground to supply the
thrust needed to move the skidder.

As torque is transmitted to a wheel, some
slip between the tire and soil must occur
before shear stress builds to support
thrust. Slip is defined as the percentage
of rotational wheel velocity that does not
contribute to vehicle motion. As slip occurs,
both the soil and the tire deform, which
creates rolling resistance. As gross thrust
due to torque supplied from the vehicle
exceeds rolling resistance, the imbalance of
forces, known as net pull, favors movement.
Pull for a given tire depends upon the weight
on the tire, upon slip, and upon soil
strength.

problem. Progress on a sophisticated model
called C-A-R-T-S was recently reported (Iff
et al. 1982).

The most important factors in mobility analy-
sis are vehicle horsepower and soil shear
strength. If the soil is strong, then most of
the thrust can be turned into usable power
for skidding, in which case skidder horse-
power is the limiting factor of production.
I f the soil is weak (shear strength is low),
then excessive slip occurs, and the soil is
the limiting factor. Weak soil--the result
of heavy winter precipitation or extended
operating seasons--limits productivity in
much of the southeastern and northwestern
United States. A mobility model is espe-
cially valuable in areas in which soil is the
limiting factor because other models are
deficient in accounting for soil strength.

This paper presents a computer simulation
model that predicts travel time. It is based
on mobility equations (see Appendix) and is
applied within a specific scope for four-
wheel-drive rubber-tired skidders.

NORMAL FORCE

PULL

TORQUE

qwlpw -'SLIP
FIGURE 1.
PULL ON LEVEL GROUND.

To determine how soil strength limits vehicle
velocity, we must focus on the soil-wheel
interface. Because pull is the measure of
that force which the tire exerts parallel to
the soil surface, it is limited by soil
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shearing resistance. Soil shearing resistance
is related to the soil's resistance to pene-
tration (cone index), which is measured in
pounds per square inch (psi) with a portable
testing device called a cone penetrometer. If
the soil is strong, little slip occurs be-
tween the tire and soil; but if it is weak, a
point may be reached where slip becomes 100
percent. At this point, the vehicle is
immobile.

INPUT MACHINE
VARIABLES

INPUT TURN WEIGHT

INPUT SLOPE, SKID DISTANCE,
I AND SOIL STRENGTH

When skidding takes place on slopes, two
major changes occur in the distribution of
forces shown in Figure 1. First, only a por-
tion of the total force of skidder weight
contributes to pull, the normal force that
acts perpendicular to the slope. Second, the
component of the weight parallel to the slope
assists movement on downhill runs and opposes
it on uphill travel. The net effect of ad-
verse (uphill) skidding with a turn of logs
is a need for more thrust, which reduces the
potential velocity.

When a skidder is loaded with a turn of logs,
the log weight supported by the soil adds
skidding resistance. The log weight trans-
ferred to the skidder through the winch cable
has the effect of increasing the contact
forces between tire and soil, which increases
net pull by differing amounts, depending
upon soil strength. The position and shape of
the turn load is important in modeling this
weight transfer.

Following an approach used by Hassler,
Sinclair, and Ferguson (1982), we calculated
rolling, grade, and skidding resistance as
well as net tractive pull. A simplified flow
chart (Fig. 2) shows how the mobility model
provides an estimation of the time required
for a single round trip. The model first
calculates resistance forces from the input
data: tire dimensions, soil strength (cone
index), slope of terrain, gross vehicle
weight, vehicle dimensions, load dimensions,
and load weight. A trial slip of 11 percent is
then used to calculate pull. If it is insuf-
ficient to overcome the resistance forces,
the slip is increased by 1-percent increments
until pull is sufficient to overcome them or
until slip becomes excessive (55 percent).

Next, the velocity at- which this required
pull will be overcome can be determined by
knowing the power available. Flywheel horse-

CALCULATE FORCES ON I

SKIDDER DUE TO LOG LOAD

CALCULATE NORMAL
REACTIONS AT TIRES

I

INCREASE SLIP 1%

CALCULATE PULL

I DOES PULL EXCEED I

MOVEMENT RESISTING FORCES?

YES NO

SLOPE _ -SLOPE
(RETURN UNLOADED)

CALCULATE NORMAL
REACTIONS AT TIRES

INCREASE SLIP 1%

CALCULATE PULL

DOES PULL EXCEED
MOVEMENT RESISTING FORCES?

I

N
T
YES

YES -NEW SLOPE OR SOIL STRENGTH?

NO

TURN TIME= F, EE)

FIGURE 2.

FLOW CHART OF THE PROCESS FOR DETER-
MINING TURN TIME FOR A SINGLE ROUND-
TRIP SKID.

power, the power rating at the output end of
the engine, is commonly reported. The model
assumes axle horsepower at a constant effi-
ciency of 0.875 to account for losses of
energy in the drive shaft, transmission or
torque converter, and bearings. This is a
simplification of the actual vehicle speed
that results from gear changes and engine-
speed variation.
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By dividing the power available by the pull
required, the potential wheel velocity is
approximated: ft/min = (ft-lb/.min)/Ib. The
vehicle velocity is adjusted to account for
the relative wheel slip using:

Vehicle velocity = (1-slip) (power available
/pull required) .

An upper limit is placed on velocity to
recognize driver limitations. A similar set

VERIFICATION
To verify the mobility model, we compared its
predicted travel times statistically with both
field data and with values predicted from es-
tablished regression equations. The verifica-
tion procedure was specifically designed to
answer two questions:

Are values predicted with the mobility
model significantly different from actual
field values?
Are values predicted with established re-
gression equations significantly different
from field values?

Raw data was obtained from field work done by
Seifert (1982) in northern Idaho. The maximum
skidding distance was 2,100 feet, the maximum
slope 28 percent, and the maximum turn weight
10,600 pounds. From a data base of 170 turns,
we removed a 20-percent random sample and
used the balance to establish Equation [1).

Travel time = 0.1097 + 0.00235(A2)
+ 0.06025(S) + 0.0000585(W)

[1]

where

travel time = delay free time,
A2 = one-way skidding distance (ft),

S = slope, favorable is negative ($)
W = turn weight (Ib).

In addition, we chose two equations that are
general in application and constructed from a
broad base of collected field data: Equation
[2] from the Bureau of Land Management (19.77)

of calculations is made for the unloaded
skidder on the return trip.

When a skid covers several soil strengths or
slopes, the velocity during each segment of
travel is calculated. The time per segment is
obtained by dividing the segment distance by
loaded and unloaded velocities. The total
time is the sum of the time for each segment
of travel plus the nontravel time (for hooking,
etc.).

and Equation [3] from the Tennessee Valley
Authority (1976).

Travel time = 1.268 + 0.00323(A2)
- 0.000000274(A2)2

+ 0 000178(W) .. [2]

Travel time = 0.00267[1-sin(S)]2.157
x A21.022

+ 0.000878(W)0.1359

x [1 + [3]

Independent variables from the 20-percent
random sample were used to generate travel
times from the model and from Equations [11,
[2), and [3]. A constant cone index number
for the Idaho location was assumed valid for
Equations [2] and [3]. The predicted travel
times are compared in Table 1 to field times
for the sample. The bias was evaluated by
running a standard paired t-test on the dif-
ferences between field-collected travel times
and those predicted by the mobility model and
the regression equations. There was no signi-
ficant difference (t .05 = 1.645) between
values for the sample data and those pre-
dicted by Equatior) [1] or the mobility model,
but there was significant difference between
the sample values and those predicted by
Equations [2] and [3]. Two important con-
clusions can be drawn from this. First,
regression equations from three sources did
not give similar results, although the data
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used was within the intended range of their
predictive capabilities. Second, the predic-
tive capability of the mobility model is cer-
tainly within the range of variability of the
chosen regression equations (see Fig. 3).

TABLE 1.

PREDICTED AND FIELD-SAMPLE TRAVEL
TIMES (MIN).

Equation Mobility
Ill [2] [3] model

Bias
Mean
absolute

0.03 -1.34 -1.48 -0.15

difference
Standard

0.51 1.38 1.73 1.33

deviation 0.73 0.84 1.63 1.66

TURN WEIGHT 10,000 lbs.
HORSEPOWER 175
GRADE 0%

12-1

Eq. [2]

op

Eq.[3]

Eq
[1]

MOBILITY MODEL

0 400 800 1200 1600 2000
SLOPE DISTANCE (ft)

FIGURE 3.

TRAVEL TIME IN RELATION TO SKIDDING
DISTANCE AS PREDICTED BY REGRESSION
EQUATIONS AND THE MOBILITY MODEL.

APPLICATION
The mobility model is especially effective as best alternative can also be determined on a
the proportion of travel to nontravel time cost per volume basis.
increases with steep adverse slopes, weak
soils, long skid distances, and high turn
weights. It can also demonstrate the effect
of vehicle horsepower and load size, infor-
mation that will aid the logging manager in
deciding which skidder is best, how large a
turn is optimal, and which skid-trail layout
is desirable. The two examples of model use
illustrated here (developed more fully in
Gibbons 1982) show productivity over the
range of an independent variable.

The productivity of three machines of dif-
ferent horsepower operating over a range of
slopes with 9,000-pound turns is represented
in Figure 4. On downhill skidding in excess
of -12 degrees (-21%), production of all
three machines is nearly identical. As slopes
become flatter than -8 degrees (-14%), pro-
ductivity drops sharply, and the smallest
machine reaches its limit at about 4 degrees FIGURE 4.
(7%). This kind of analysis can be repeated
for smaller or larger turns and can help the PRODUCTION IN RELATION TO SLOPE FOR
operations manager choose equipment size and THREE VEHICLES OF DIFFERENT HORSE-
turn sizes that are most productive under a POWER. LOG-LENGTH LOAD; TURN WEIGHT
specific set of conditions. By applying the 9,000 LB; CONE INDEX 100 LB/IN2; SLOPE
cost per hour of each kind of equipment, the DISTANCE 1,000 FT.
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The effect of soil strength and turn weight
on productivity is represented in Figure 5
for a strong soil (cone index 250) and a weak
one (cone index 50). Note that productivity
is lost on the weak soil when turn weights
over 12,000 pounds cause excessive tire slip.
Such analysis can guide operations on sensi-

FIGURE 5.

STRONG SOIL
(Cone index 250)

WEAK SOIL
(Cone index 50)

10 20 30

TURN WEIGHT (1000 lbs)

PRODUCTION IN RELATION TO TURN WEIGHT
ON WEAK AND STRONG SOILS. SLOPE DIS-
TANCE 1,000 FT; 175 HORSEPOWER; LEVEL
GROUND.

tive soil areas and can help to establish
policies on the length of operating seasons.

SCOPE
The model developed in this paper applies to a
given set of parameters and excludes others:

Applicable

Rubber-tired cable
skidder

Excluded

Tracked vehicles,
grapples

Log-length and tree-
length material

Vehicle-soil
relationship

Cohesive-granular
soils

Travel time (usually
35-64% of total time)

Rolling resistance,
skidding resistance,
grade resistance

Travel up and down
slope

Whole-tree operations

Terrain roughness,
ground cover, opera-
tor experience

Organic soils

Hooking, unhooking,
line pulling,
decking, sorting

Acceleration effects,
cornering resistance,
wind resistance

Travel along side
slope

6



THE INTERACTIVE PROGRAM
The desk-top computer (HP9830) program,
written in BASIC, calculates rubber-tired
skidder turn time in minutes and productivity
in pounds per minute for log-length and tree-
length logs. The program is interactive and
asks for yes-no decisions and information as
it proceeds. It then requires input on tire

dimensions, soil strength (cone index), slope
of terrain, gross vehicle weight, vehicle
dimensions, load dimensions, and load weight.

Skidder dimensions that are requested are
defined graphically by the program. Table 2
gives dimensions for eight typical machines.

TABLE 2.

SAMPLE SKIDDER-DIMENSION INPUT FOR THE MOBILITY MODEL.

Tire Fly-

Skidder dimensions (in.)a
diameter/

tire width
Skidder
weight

wheel
horse-

Name and model A B C D L (in.) (Ib) power

Clark 664C 42b 43.1 19 76 104 61/18.4 17,000 91

Clark 667C 44b 48.1 18.8 77 112.5 68/23.1 20,500 126

Clark 880 53.8 69.4 46 121.7 178 84/30 61,000 267

CAT 518 43.6 43.3 19 80 114 61/18.4 20,500 120

CAT 528 46.1 49.9 19.5 91 128 77/24.5 30,700 175

John Deere 440 40 29.4 15 74 89 61/18.4 12,400 70

John Deere 540 42b 32.8 17.9 77 106 68/23.1 16,700 90

John Deere 640 43b 36.2 19.8 79.6 113 77/24.5 19,900 110

aA = height of center of gravity of skidder; B = distance from front axle to center of
gravity; C = distance from rear axle to lead point on arch; D = height of lead point on
arch; L = length of skidder wheel base.

bEstimated.
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TABLE 3.

A TYPICAL SEQUENCE OF USER-SUPPLIED INFORMATION FOR THE MOBILITY )DEL..

V isu

SKIDDER DIMEN? A,B,C,D,L

Sample
keyboard
response

43.6, 43.3,
19, `0, 114

Expanat

Enter dimensions in inches (See
program).
Enter total outside tire diameter,
and section width (in.).
Gross vehicle weight MO.
Flywheel horsepower.
Enter Y If hooking, unhooking, and
decking time can be estimated.
Note: If N Is entered, prompter
will request average number of
pieces per turn, and regression
equates will estimate the time.

INPUT TIRE DIAMETER, WIDTH 61. 1$.4

INPUT SKIDDER WT. LBs
INPUT, FLYWHEEL HP 125

HOOK-UNHOOK USER ESTIMATE (YIN) Y

INPUT AVE (HOOK + UNHOOK + DECK)
TIME 6.2

INPUT 1-TREELENGTH,
2-LOGLENGTH (12 FT) 1

INPUT AVERAGE STEM LENGTH (FT) 70

INPUT NO. OF SEGMENTS IN SKID 3

INPUT TURN--WT. IN LBs
INPUT SLOPE, DIST. CONE IND-

SECT 1

INPUT SLOPE, DIST. CONE IND-
SECT 2

INPUT SLOPE, DIST. CONE IND-
SECT 3

CALCULATE PRODUCTIVITY?
(Y OR N)

8000

10, 250, 200

6, 100, 200

4, 508. 100

Y

INPUT AVAILABILITY IN PERCENT 75

Enter time in minutes.

Enter 1 if interested In yarding
tree-length logs.
Note: if log length (2) is chosen,
the prompter requests 'Skidding
with arch? (Y or N)."

Break skid into segments when
either slope or soil strength
changes significantly.
Average turn weight.

Enter slope percent (adverse Is
positive), distance in feet, and
cone Index in psi for Section 1.

Note: At this point turn time will
be calculated (in minutes) for a
successful sequence. The program
prints out intermediate informa-
tion as it proceeds. Should an
unsuccessful sequence occur, the
prompter will ask for specific
changes in the original Input.

Enter Y if production is to be
reduced proportional to operating
delays.

Note: Productivity is calculated
(Ibl min) , and program is finished.

Table 3 shows a typical sequence of user- segments if the slope and cone index change.
supplied information. Though the numerical Nontravel time can be supplied by the user or
example in the table is "3," the skidding estimated from the number of logs in the
distance can be subdivided into as many as 20 turn.
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Each run of the program is for one specific
machine and one specified turn weight. The
program terminates with one of the following
outcomes :

A calculation of turn time and productivity
based on skidder and soil conditions
(PRODUCTIVITY = POUNDS PER
MINUTE or PRODUCTIVITY = TONS
PER HOUR) or a calculation based on a
maximum allowable speed of 6 miles per
hour, the assumed limit for operator com-
fort and safety.

A request to specify a smaller load or
different skidder (LOAD EXCEEDS
SKIDDER CAPACITY BY PERCENT).

A statement that the unloaded skidder can-
not return (ADVERSE SLOPE CANNOT BE
CLIMBED).

A request to specify a smaller load or
different skidder to restore longitudinal
stability in situations in which there is
no dynamic load on the front tires
(INSTABILITY-FRONT TIRES).

DEFINITIONS FOR THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
Variable Definitionsa Unit

A Height of center of gravity of skidder in.
A(J) Slope segment J percent
B Distance from front axle to center of gravity in.
B1 Tire width in.
B (J) Skid distance segment J (A2) ft
C Distance from rear axle to lead point on arch in.
C1 Cone index (CI) psi
C2 Freitag numeric front tire loaded (Cn)
C3 Freitag numeric rear tire loaded (Cn)
C4 Amount capacity exceeded percent
C5 Freitag numeric front tire unloaded (Cn)
C6 Freitag numeric rear tire unloaded (Cn)
C7 Coefficient of resistance to skidding (Cr)
C8 Distance from butt to center of gravity (Cg) ft
C (J) Cone index of segment J psi
D Height of lead point on arch In.
D 1 Tire diameter in.
E Availability percent
E 1 Productivity lb/min
F Net breakout force available loaded lb
F1 Net breakout force available unloaded lb
G
H

Hook time indicator Y/N
Distance from ground to hook point ft

H 1 Axle horsepower hp
H2 Flywheel horsepower hp
I

J

K

Number of segments
Segment index
Tree-length indicator 1 or 2

L Length of skidder wheel base in.
L 1 Distance from butt to choker hook-point (Lb) ft
L2 Average length of contact of logs and ground (Lc) ft
L3 Log length (L 1) ft
M
N
N 1

New load weight indicator Y / N
Arch indicator Y / N
Normal weight on front tires loaded lb

N2 Normal weight on rear tires loaded lb
N5 Normal weight on front tires unloaded lb
N6 Normal weight on rear tires unloaded lb

aSymbols in parentheses are those used for the variables in the text. (CONTINUED)
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Variable

N7
P
P1
P2
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
Q
Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4
Q9
R5
R6
R7
R8
S
S1
S3
S8
T
Ti
T2
T3
U
V2
V3
W

W1
X
Y
Z
A2

Definitionsa Unit

Log weight transferred to vehicle decimal fraction (n)
Tractive pull parallel to ground loaded lb
Normal force of logs (Pn) lb
Tangential force of logs (Pt) lb
Tractive pull parallel to the ground unloaded lb
Gross thrust from front tire loaded lb
Gross thrust from rear tire loaded lb
Gross thrust from front tire unloaded lb
Gross thrust from rear tire unloaded lb
Normal force of tree length log on soil (N) lb
Algebra substitution
Number of pieces
Rolling resistance encountered by front tire loaded
Rolling resistance encountered by rear tire loaded
Rolling resistance encountered by front tire unloaded
Rolling resistance encountered by rear tire unloaded
Slip loaded
Slip unloaded
Default speed (6 mph)
Rear tire sinkage
Slope g
Slope g
Cumulative trip time
Hook + unhook + deck time
Coefficient of skidding resistance
Velocity loaded
Velocity unloaded
Skidder weight (Ws)
Turn weight
Suspended stem length
Skidder indicator variable Y/N
Productivity indicator variable Y/N
Skid distance

lb

lb

lb

lb

decimal
decimal

529 ft/min
in.
degrees
percent
min
min
lb/lb
ft/min
ft/min
lb
lb

ft

ft

aSymbols in parentheses are those used for the variables in the text.
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PROGRAM LISTING
10 DIN HC:20]+EI[2O],C[20]
20 F: E h1 f"8 : 3 E F: S 10 M
30 II E G
40 F'F:INT THIS F'F:011FrAIi I_:HLI I_II...ATE1:::1'.11DEF TI_IF:I'III''IE: A1111 FF;t0III_ICTI IT't FOE
50 FE TNT THE SKIIIIIING OF' LOG.-LEt11.-TH AN II TREE L_Etii;TH L0Ir. THE F'F:i1GPHt''
60 PR INT "(NOBILITY MODEL) HAS HF?:i:TTEN BY EL."I:IFIF; I-IL_'uEN IIHNIEL GIBBONS."

0 PR INT "IIICI1=:UI'1EtITHTILIN I-":AN BE F!:li IND IN THE PAPER FRED I I_ T I HG
10 PRINT "'w;k:: T IIIIE F: F'F:uIIII_il:1° IVI T'Y'-H HOE. I L I T'1' HF'F'F?I:]HI: H FI_IF:E::::, I RESEARCH LAE:
0 F'F:I NT "OREGON TH T E I_IFI IVEIT": I T'r' 9 IN I_IF''v'HL...L.I JF:EI2I::IF6 973:`31.11

100 PRINT.
110
120
13,0
1440
150
160
170
180
190
2130
210
220
230
240
250

b

280
290
300
310
320
330
.i40
350
360
370
_0
390
4400
410
420
430
440
450
4640
470
480
490
500
510
520
5:j0
540
550
560
570

PR INT "IMP OF:1"HNT"
PR I NT
PRINT
PR I ta T
PRINT.
F'F:I NT.
PR I NT
FEINT " -*:'
F, F: I N

"L.

N"I" .47

P'F'IN"F " -:

PR INT .. .. .. .. .. ...

PRINT
I °' F I [.11"

PF: I
to"I. :, *

F'F'IINT
FR I Fi

..i_

PR I ta
" ! *PR IN T

FIR: I F...' ..

... 1 I..:l

I.

F' F' I Hl"
PR I Ni

+.

F.: I t.J .. ;. _.. . .._...... I _ _ .._ ......__ ._....._ ;. ; ;...; .......... .._.._ ............ , I ::

PRINT.
F= T C.

I..1

1.

I Fd F' I:"I
..I..

H :I EI , !.. J.I A L.

PRINT' " H -- ....FI,,.,It1..1..
A

LI`
1::I

PRINT.
1- I RE II I H I'll E 'T F:= I kill' J::! F.Hi ' II

i.raF='I.I Dl, E;1
" I NPI_IT I IIIIEF: N"I_..._L.EI':,"

I N F' I_I 1" N

II I'3 F' "INPUT Fi._'r'tdHEEL. HF'" I
INPUT H;"-,
III F' :: I_i :: E F: H C::I ITI k:: TIME
I ti r' LIT '..
I F G ....i.. THE:::N 6-:10
III':: F' " I NF'LI T Fh`,,'EF:HI:,E #'r

UI=..

I ':I: EI::E: ;.; "C.IIF:N

1. F= AV 10 I:;:' Fl B L. I::: L 1::1 i I E :CI 1 1 0 W N 1.1 J: ... F E. I AT I '-r' E SLOPE"
I NF'I.I'i NHI9I NE: II I I''1Eta:c; I I''1 11 is H E:

I N F' _i " 1''11=1 I: H I N E:: I I N II T II F;:: Fd HE I::. i I

..I..

T t 1 _I I`1 IJ

IFIPUT L.I.:.:taI;TI-I IN FEET IF: F:, ;F:::EII 1:=I:IF;

L.

(CONTINUED)

].'=a!

... ..,

P F:: I N1°

270 y;. ,+

I

..I..
..................

'El II,

II=:
t3,
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580 INPUT 0 9
590 T3=4.45+1. ;,1*09

600 GOTO 6:_:0
610 IiI'EF' "INF'LIT AVE HOOF':,+LINH0iF +I1ECk::::'TIME
620 INPUT T3
630 D ISP "INPUT 1-TREELEtNGTH, w-LOO'GG 1 FT ::' "
640 INPUT K
650 IF K=2 THEN 690
660 D I'T;P "INPUT AVERAGE STEM LENGTH FT::' " ;
670 INPUT L3
680 GOTO 710
690 DI FP "Sl IDDING WITH HR:H'` `i' F t1'
700 INPUT Ni
710 DISF' "INPUT NO OF SEGMENTS IN SKID";
720 INPUT I
730 111 SP " I NPUT TURN-NT I N LB'I
740 INPUT W 1
750 GOTO 860
760 DISP "SKIDDER DIMEN'%H,B,O.=.DpL.";
770 INPUT AB,I::+I+±L
780 PRINT "A="A, B=:,B, C_::Cp D' L= L
790 PRINT
800 DISP "INPUT TIRE DIAMETERq,,IIDTH";
810 INPUT DIqBl
820 D I SF' "INPUT 'IK I DDER WT-LB'S " ;
830 INPUT N
840 D I SP "INPUT FLYWHEEL HP"
850 INPUT H2
860 FIXED 1

870 PRINT
880 PRINT
890 PRINT " TIRE TIRE SKII:'DER FLYWHEEL TURN"
900 PRINT WIDTH DIAMETER WEIGHT HORSEPOWER WEIGHT"
910 PRINT
92RINT "B1" "D1" "0' "H2"

30 PRINT
PRINT

'950 PRINT
960 FOR J=1 TO I
970 DINE' "INPUT SLOPE, DI::-,.T5 CONE IND-Z-*.ECT".J;
980 INPUT A[.J]gB[.JINCIJI
990 F I EDD 0
1000' PRINT "SKIDDING SEGMENT"_I"'SLOPE="ACJ]"DISTANCE="BCJ]"CONE INDEX"CCJ]
1010 NEXT .J
1026 T2=0
1030 FOR J=1 TO I
1040 T1=AC.J]
1050 R2=B[J]
1060 C 1=C:C J ]
1070 T=ATNfT1'1OO
1080 REM LIMIT SPEED TO 6 MPH
1090 53=6*1.47*60
1100 IF K=2 THEN 1270
1110 REM SKID RESISTANCE TREELENGTH
1120 H=CII' 12:'-1
1130 L1=1
1140 L2=0.2*L3
1150 C8=0.4*L3
1160 U=1.3
1170 :X:=L: L.1-L'2

"
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1180 Q1=(1-'::H.'';;;'-t2 ?.t0.5
1190 I'!2=:;Ira T *H* ;;-1 ;
1200 Q_ =Q i *':: C_ -L 1 *C:os ( T
1210 C!4=LI*H+L2:.'2+;:;*o 1
1220 Q=W 1 * (lQ3+Q2 ::' !I?4
1230 P1=W1*C:OS T -Q
1240 P2=W1*SINT) +(U*Q)
1250 GOT'' 1370
1260 REM SKID RESISTANCE LOG-LENGTH
1270 IF N$="N" THEN 1310
1280 N7=0.5
1290 C:7=1.2+0.6667*TAN(T)
1300 GOT: 1:330
1310 tN7=0.2
1320 C7=O.9+1.66*TAN(T)
1:330 P1=N7 *:.W1*C:OS'::T

1340 F'2= i-N7:;'*C7*1,Ji*C:OS T +t'Ji*SIN'::T
1350 Q='::1-N7::i*W1*COScT;'
1360 REM MECHANICAL EFFICIENI.-V=.8'75
1370 H1=61.875*H2
1380 REM CACULATE NET THRUST SKI DDER LOADED
1390 PRINT
1400 PRINT "SEGMENT" .J

1410 H1=':W*':;L-E;:'*COOS T;' -U A+'=,IN':: T:?--F'1:4C-F'2*D .''L
1420 N2=W*CO ;': T +P 1-N 1
1430 PRINT "LOAD FRONT TIRES="N1" LB'M:. LOAD REAR TIRES="rat" LESS."
1440 I F N1<0 THEN 1600
1450 PRINT "LOG WEIGHT ON GROUND="Q'.L.E;:. LOG F'E'1I:;TAHCE="F`2"LBS.
1460 C:2=1::C1*E;1*D1::' '::Ni*0.5::'
1470 C:3='::C:1*6i*Di:i:' rat*0.5
1480 R5=1.2/C2+0.04
1490 R6=i.2C +0.i34
1500 :=0.1
1510 9=5+0.01
1520 IF 5>0.55 THEN 1650
1530 P5=0. 75*':. 1-E; ,P':, -0, :3*C'2*` ::
1540 P6=0 .75*':: 1-EXF':: -0.:3*C *_, ;;

1550 P=N1*(P5-R5:;+N2*1::P6-R6)
1560 REM BREAKOUT FORCE = 110 PERCENT OF SKID RESISTANCE
1570 F=P-1. i *P2-W*'S I N (T)
1580 I F F *,O THEN. 1 8'20
1590 GOTO 1510
1600 PRINT
1610 PRINT "INSTABILITY - FRONT TIRES"
1620 PRINT
1630 I,,OTO 16'y0
1640 '.--.'Ell LALC:ULH'FE AMOUNT CAI... 11 -.1., I EXCEEDED B';'
1650 C4 1 . i * F2 + to I N T) - F' 1 .:1. F'2 r W * IN T * 1 ii>:0
1660 PRINT
16701 F'F:INT "LOAD EXI.EED';; SF.-.:ID IER i_:APAisITi'
1680 PRINT
1690 III":P "TRY 11EW TURN N::
1700 I N P IJ T t'1$
1710 IF M$="N" THEN 1770
1720 D 1 SF "INPUT NEW TURN LOAD" 5
17_,0 INF'1.1T W1.

1740 PRINT "NEW TURN WEIGHT ="W1' LB,3"
1750 PRINT
1760 GOTO 1020
1770 D I SP "TRY NEW SF::: I IIDER OF=: TRA I F._' `'::1 .....:' " y

(CONTINUED)
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1 780 INPUT '' is:

1790 IF "THEN

1800 END
113101 F:EFI CALCULATE SKIIILII::::I WRANNAl LOADED
1820 V2=( J. -- S) -`. '.. t'1 .I. "" _ 311 ii 4:1 :'' '; ! . F'a z !' t'.- ! i .:2*t": 6.! "!_ F' 2' ! G i *..i INK :' .

11=160 .- '=:1 E11tI I H!::1.. 5)
1870 F:i'==K 2Yi_5'+0 u iii

1 40 R =:i
tl _ C6I-I3:, 04.8 .8

1890 i S1==!: . 1

1900 1 14- 0.1.1 1

1.9101 IF i >4:1 e ` THEN 191E11]1

19_I0 F'13--I I . 75 " ' ; . 1. F" !. 0 1 1' !..:E; 1 .' '
1940 P4 F,t' ' '; P ' -'. F' f H -' ; F' hI -- F'

1950 E
1P4..._4 -'311.1::-T)

19 6- 0 IF THEI''1 2016:1
197A GOT() 1' 1!1 w'I

198101 PRINT "ADVERSE SLOPE
CAI4FaI'.T.

F E::: CLIMBED"
19940 GUTI:I 1770
2000 I r: E M CALCULATE ..., F:: 11.11! i:::: I':: I : 1 - . . : : ! f: ::l: l `i' I11'1 L.13 E i 1 E J::I

4:110 'V':,_::: 1_'B1) ' !"1 *33000!:' N.,.,.. F.,°fR O:'+F'I '
1!'.i

2020 RE N I F S KIDDER SPEEDS EXCEED Nil ; ALL_.I:IHIIHIE-'i...E::: 1:!EI:: I':1!.-!L._1. i I I MAX ALLOWABLE
2:030 IF '051) THEN 2010

014l1 IF' THEN :'01I 10

201501 IF- V W0 Tt"II:IF'l 2100
2060 IF' , CHIN -. 1111:1

201 0 11 OT 11
2.11_.

.4.1

2080 ''2=3:3
2090 I., I:I T i..! 2050
2100 V3=S:3
21101 =FI2:'',' +E:i. : '1-I"T2'

_ _ A
J::....

T
:::.,: FT/MIN VELOCITY i.J':.'d L_ ! I7 TI EE II - " ' ' 1 " FT/MIN"2120 PRINT "VELOCITY LOADED="V2"

2130 F1: ED
2140 ._ - =1! 1 (; - 3 HEi . ': ,: -I" r, . ti 2*C3ADKn"04 `' = L ::1 )t 2 ,;,
21501 IF ...- Li 1HE_H 2.1.,`-'l4:1

21E01 IF -E.2e THEN 21t30
2170 ! : ; Ij T I:.) 2210
2180 PRINT

190 F'F:IN1' "EXCESSIVE SINK AGE''
2200 PRINT
2210 PR I FIT "LOADED REAR TIRE ':: I F'N I'": E i' E: =08" 1 : N C -I LIB: ':::;

, :

1220 PRINT "SLIP I_.CIN:I"IETI ": !ii>L ! IN' iADE:ia-"'::i1
22:30 F I , E°. D 0
2240 NEXT J
2250 T2= -

+T:=1

2260 PRINT
2270 PRINT
2280 PRINT
2290 FIXED 1

2300 PR INT E_ fHI..- ROII_iNI! TRIP .1..i-iFI11' TIME WITH NO DELAYS"
23101 FIXED 0

II2320 III:=;F' "CALCULATE F'E'CAL ICT V I T'A ':: Y !:,IF: W9
2330 INPUT
23401 IF Z$="N" THEN 24r,1:1
2350 DISP "INPUT AVAILABILITY 91 PERCENTAN
2360 INPUT E
2370 E1=(bi1.. 2)*Ei'1OO

P.,
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2380 PRINT
239 PRINT
2401 PRINT
2410 PR INT "PRODUCTIVITY : "Ea. "F'fUNES PER MINUTE PER HOUR"
2420 PRINT
2430 PRINT
2440 PRINT
2450 GOTO 420
2460 END
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
SOIL STRENGTH
Wismer and Luth (1974) found the following
semi-empirical relationship for pull using

P = W [0.75 (1-e-0.3CnS) -(1/2/Cn + 0.04)]

where

P = tractive pull parallel to ground (lb)
W= dynamic wheel load normal to

ground (lb)
e = base of natural logarithm

Cn= Freitag numeric (unitless)
S = wheel slip (ratio)

and

Cn = Clbd
W

where

Cl = cone index of soil (psi)
b= section width of tire (in.)
d= undeflected section height (in.).

[1l

[2]

Equation [11 represents gross thrust before
the final negative sign and rolling resist-
ance after that sign. This equation has been
applied with good results (Fiske and Fridley
1975) and is a standard tool of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers (1981).

The dynamic wheel load Is calculated for both
front and rear wheels by summing the moments
of the normal and tangential forces around
the rear-wheel contact point with the ground.
A Freitag numeric is then obtained with
Equation [2] for both front and both rear
wheels, and tractive pull is calculated for
any given wheel slip, S, by Equation [ 1] .

The following sections explain the equations
for vehicle weight, grade-resistance forces,
and skidding-resistance forces that are
needed for the dynamic wheel load calcula-
tions. The dimensions of both the skidder
and the load are important in these calcula-
tions.

LOG FORCES
Two models were chosen to simulate log forces
during skidding: one for log-length and the
other for tree-length logs. Both models are
analytical, predicting skidding force as a

function of log dimensions, total turn
weight, and coefficient of skidding resist-
ance. For simplification of analysis, both
assume that the logs being skidded act inde-
pendently and can thus be represented by a
single composite log with a weight equal to
the total turn.

Equations [3] and [4] were developed for log-
length skidding by Herrick (1955), with later
contributions by Fiske and Fridley (1975).

Pn=nWlcos0
Pt = (1-n) Cr W1 cos B + W1 sin B

where

Pn = normal force of logs (weight sup-

n =
W1 =

Pt =

ported by skidder)
dynamic weight transfer to skidder
turn weight
ground slope in degrees
tangential force of logs (skidding
resistance)

Cr = coefficient of resistance to skidding.

[3]

[4]

Both n and Cr from Equations [3] and [4] are
determined by the configuration of the log
load during carry. Fiske and Fridley (1975)
found relationships that approximate the
actual log skidding configuration:

Ground skidding n = 0.2

Cr= 0.9 + 1.667 tan a.

Arch skidding n = 0.5

Cr= 1.2 + 0.667 tan 0.

The dynamic weight transfer is simply the
portion of the total log weight supported by
the skidder.
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Perumpral (1977) developed an equation for
predicting the skidding forces of tree-length
logs on level ground that is used when the
tree is in contact with the ground at more
than a single point.

Therefore:

Pn=W1coss-N

Pt=},5N+W1 sin$.

N =
W1(Cg-Lb) 1-(H/x)2

[5]
However, Equation [6] was still not useful to
the mobility model, as it requires input not
readily known to a user, such as center of
gravity of a log, Cg. Therefore the mean
values given by Perumpral et al. (1977) were
substituted in the simulation model to approxi-
mate what would otherwise be unknown values
(Table I). The height from the ground to the
hook point (D) is the approximate height of
the winch line drum (Fig. I, page 18).

where

N=

Cg=

H=

X =
L1 =
Lb =

Lc =

us=

x 11 - (H/x)2 + u sH + (Lc/2)

normal force of tree-length log on
soil
distance from butt to center of
gravity (Table I) (ft)
distance from ground to hook point
(ft)
L1 - Lb - Lc
total log length (ft)
distance from butt to choker hook-
point (ft)
average, length of contact of logs
and ground (ft)
coefficient of skidding resistance.

For purposes of the mobility model, the
equation was rederived to include ground slope
B as shown in Figure I (page 18). The re-
sult was Equation (6].

Let Y = L1 - Lc - Cg. a = sin-1(H/x).

If we assume static equilibrium and sum the
moments about the contact with the ground:

-W1 sin $ Y sin a
+ W1 cos g (Y cos a + Lc/2)
- (W1 cos B - N) (x cos a + Lc/2)
+ (us N + W1 sin S)
x sin a = 0.

Solving the equation for N gives:

TABLE I.

RANGE OF LOG VARIABLES AND ASSIGNED
MEAN VALUES.

Vari-
able Mean Range

Cg 0.40 L ft 0.35 to 0.45 L ft

H (D-1.4) ft (D-0.5) to (D-2.4) ft

Lb 1.0 ft 0.5 to 1.5 ft

Lc 0.20 L ft 0.10 to 0.30 L ft

us 0.80 0.60 to 1.0

Table I values were derived from ground-
skidding butt first. It should be noted that
the values are for southern yellow pine and
that other softwood species will show
slightly different characteristics.

W1[(Cg - Lb)''1-(H/x)2 cos $ + H (Y/x - 1) sin g]
N = [6]

x 11 - (H/x)2 + u5H + (Lc/2)
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FIGURE I.
GEOMETRY OF THE SKIDDING RESISTANCE
OF TREE-LENGTH LOGS.

TIRE SINKAGE
The program estimates the approximate rear
tire sinkage into the soil with the following
formula (Freitag 1965) :

VEHICLE WEIGHT
Figure I shows the normal (Tn) and tangential
(Tt) components of vehicle weight on a slope.

Tn=Wscosa

Tt = Ws sin a

BREAKOUT FORCE
To account for the additional static friction,
net tractive pull must exceed the opposing
tangential (Pt and TO forces by 110 percent
before the load begins to move. For simplifi-
cation, the vehicle is then assumed to reach
operating velocity instantly.

NONTRAVEL TIME
The estimate in minutes (Ohmstede 1977)

Time = 4.45 + 1.31 (#logs)

is:

The user has the option of supplying another
estimate.

Sinkage (inches) = d/ { -30.94 + 14.70 Cn(0.45) - 0.13 [Cn(0.45) ] 2 1 .
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